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Summary: The innovative HB+ protocol of A. Juels and S. A. Weis [“Authenticating pervasive devices
with human protocols”, Lect. Notes Comput. Sci. 3621, 293–308 (2005; Zbl 1145.94470)] extends device
authentication to low-cost RFID tags. However, despite the very simple on-tag computation there remain
some practical problems with HB+ ” and despite an elegant proof of security against some limited active
attacks, there is a simple man-in-the-middle attack due to H. Gilbert, M. J. B. Robshaw and H. Sibert [“An
active attack against HB+ : A provably secure lightweight authentication protocol”, in: IEE Electronics
Letters 41, No. 21, 1169–1170 (2005)]. In this paper we consider improvements to HB+ in terms of both
security and practicality. We introduce a new protocol that we denote random-HB# . This proposal avoids
many practical drawbacks of HB+ , remains provably resistant to attacks in the model of Juels and Weis,
and at the same time is provably resistant to a broader class of active attacks that includes the attack
of [H. Gilbert et al. loc. cit.]. We then describe an enhanced variant called HB# which oﬀers practical
advantages over HB+ .
For the entire collection see [Zbl 1133.94008].
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